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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which functionality is enabled when a supported SAN Manager is
added to HPE OneView?
A. storage replication
B. automated zoning
C. local storage management
D. VSA monitoring
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are modifying a blog site to improve search engine
readability.
You need to group relevant page content together to maximize
search engine readability.
Which tag should you use?
A. &lt;table&gt;
B. &lt;article&gt;
C. &lt;span&gt;
D. &lt;div&gt;
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The &lt;article&gt; tag specifies independent, self-contained
content.
An article should make sense on its own and it should be
possible to distribute it independently from the rest of the
site.
Potential sources for the &lt;article&gt; element:

Forum post
Blog post
News story
Comment
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Answer: A
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